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Abstract—Online games are interactive competitions by players
who compete in a virtual environment. The WTFast’s Gamers
Private Network (GPN R©) is a client/server solution that makes
online games faster. It connects online video-game players with
a common game service across a wide-area network. Response
time, latency and its predictability are keys to GPN R© success
and runs against the vast complexity of internet-wide systems.

We have built an experimental network of virtualized GPN R©

components so as to carefully measure the statistics of latency
for distributed Minecraft games and to do so in a controlled
laboratory environment. This has led to a better understanding of
the coupling between parameters such as: the number of players,
the subset of players that are idle or active, the volume of packets
exchanged, the size of packets, latency to and from the game
servers, and time-series for most of those parameters.

In a new experiment described here, we use traceroute
measurements and IP-address geolocations to quantify the in-
tuitive correlation in wide-area GPN R© that correlates longer
message routes to degraded game experience. Our conclusions
are related to connection types for different game styles and
validate technologies that aim at reducing latency variability
through a better control of message routing. This is another
small step towards rational, quantified and service-oriented
minimization/stabilization of GPN latency by relating explicitly
the choice of connection routes with game experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

The “GPNPerf” (2014-2015) project has built a laboratory
version of a Games Private Network R© that is used for ex-
tensive and controlled-environment experiments to investigate
the conditions of low and stable latency in online games.
Experiments conducted since 2014 with the Minecraft network
game have produced an ever-increasing quantity, quality and
variety of measurements. This will allow us to simulate very
large game configurations at internet scale with moderate
computational resources by using Markov models of message
transport.

In this paper we describe a complementary experiment
that measured individual traceroutes across the internet and
correlated their overall delay with the number of hops, and
the source- to target geographical locations. This allows us to
quantify for the first time the choice of internet route from
game player to server with the actual game user experience.
Services such as WTFast’s Gamers Private Network (GPN R©)
take advantage of shorter routes through internet and their
final-user value has thus been quantified for the first time. This
research creates new practically-oriented public knowledge,
and yet allow proprietary technologies to dynamically improve

their message routing for specific game objectives in specific
geolocations of the players and servers.

II. EXISTING WORKS

Predictable and sub-second response time has long been
a key concern for interactive computer systems [1]. For a
majority of (local) video games this is a requirement that
modern hardware has satisfied, despite a continuous rise in
graphics and interaction requirements. A video game network
is a distributed set of “apparatus which are capable of ex-
hibiting an interactive single identity game”, as defined in a
patent dated 1986 [2]. The requirements for response time are
even more stringent in this context and in addition to inevitable
network latencies, ”the on-line service’s computers themselves
introduce latencies, typically increasing as the number of
active users increases” [3].

The last decade had seen a growing interest in research
about this problem. Some researchers like Iimura, Jardine
and co-authors have proposed peer-to-peer architectures for
multiplayer online video games [4], [5], with the intention
of reducing the bandwidth and processing requirements on
servers. Pellegrino et al. [6] have then proposed a hybrid
architecture called P2P with central arbiter. The bandwidth
requirements on the arbiter are lower than the server of a
centralized architecture.

Some authors discuss interactive online games, especially
ones related to the “first person shooter (FPS)” [7], [8] and
network traffic for such games [9]. Latency is a challenge for
online games, as reported in [10], [6] and [11] and it’s an
important factor of an online gaming experience.

Zhou, Miller, and Bassilious [9] have made the obvious but
central observation that “Internet delay is important for FPS
(first-person shooter) games because it can determine who
wins or loses a game.” Many specific game interactions are
time sensitive, but it is the time the information reaches the
server that matters, not the time the player actually pushes the
button.

Claypool and Claypool [10] have observed that Internet
latency’s effect is strongest for games with a first-person
perspective and a changing model like for example Minecraft
that was used in our earlier laboratory-controlled experiments.

More recent studies [7], [8] of first-person shooter games
have modelled time series behaviour of game traffic and tested
the model on up to eight different games. Indeed the study of
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Fig. III.1. Frequency distribution of number of hops in a route

Wu, Huang and Zhang [12] shows that “the server-generated
traffic has a tight relationship with specific game design”,
again from our point of view confirming the need for precise
measurements of a given network on a single game.

III. IP-ADDRESSES, GEOLOCATION AND DISTANCE

The first step in our study has been to compile and analyze
many hundreds of pairs of distant IP addresses for traceroute
delay, both inside a GPN (provided by WTFast) and through
normal internet paths. All data entries consist of a game client
(source) IP address and a game server (target) IP address,
together with traceroute data in the form of a variable-
length sequence of delays in ms units. The length of the
sequence is called number of “hops” i.e. relays in the client-
to-server paquet route. The sum of its delays is the total ping
time that approximates the latency a game player experiences
when interacting with the game server.

Several statistics can be observed like the frequency distri-
bution of the paquet route lengths to a given server. In the
example shown in figure III.1 this variable has a right-skewed
bell-shaped distribution around the value of 7 hops and mostly
spreads from 5 to 13 on a sample of about 50 traceroutes.

As anyone would expect the number of hops is directly
proportional to total ping time. But the experiments reveal
much more information about this relationship as seen in figure
III.2. The total ping time is linearly correlated with the number
of hops and the actual ratio is approximated to about 20% by

Ping time (ms) ≈ 16× Number of Hops.

It is interesting to compare our measured distribution of
hops and their effect on ping time with a relatively old but
careful and systematic study by Obraczka and Silva. Their
measurements (tables IV and V in [13]) show numbers of
hops that average from 10 to 15, sensibly more than what is
seen in our figure III.1. Yet their estimated total latency per
number of hops shows values comparable to our factor of 16
mentionned above: the interpolated lines in Figure 2 “RTT
versus hops” of [13] have slopes varying from about 12 to not
much more than 20.
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Fig. IV.1. Haversine formula

IV. TRACEROUTES, NUMBER OF RELAYS

We used an online geolocation service [14] to discover each
IP address’ geographical coordinates in the form of a latitude
( oE) and a longitude ( oN ). Each one of our tables refers to a
fixed server and a variable number of clients sending queries
to it. For each entry i.e. each traceroute measurement from a
client to the given server, we computed [15] the client-server
geographical distance by the Haversine formula [16]

hav(c) = hav(a− b) + sin(a) sin(b)hav(C)

that determines the distance between two points on a sphere
(figure IV.1) .

Part of the resulting tables is shown in figure IV.3.
Then we looked for linear relationships among the input

variables (distance, number of hops, ping time): how many µs
of delay per km of distance, how many ms per hops in the
route, how many km of distance travelled per hop segment
and how many hops per 1000km of distance to cross IV.4.
One typical such dataset shows an average of 570ns/km of
distance, 479µs/hop to cross and 1295 km travelled per hop.
The average deviations of those ratios go from 40 to 60%.
So in simple terms, there are linear relationships between
distance, hops and delay that can be grossly approximated
by a linear ratio with 50% error (figure IV.5).
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Fig. IV.2. Geographical distance computed from geolocation

Fig. IV.3. Distance computed field

Fig. IV.4. Ratios between the input variables

Fig. IV.5. Averages of ratios between the input variables

Fig. V.1. Effect of GPN on ping times

V. THE EFFECT OF THE GPN

The measurements and calculations summarized above
come from paquet routes that were selected by WTFast’s GPN
routing. This technology stabilizes ping latency by decreasing
the variability of the number of hops, choosing better geo-
graphical routes and eliminating large-delay hops that occur
randomly within internet routes.

To verify its positive effect on latency and latency variance
we have compared the statistics of GPN-routed with non-
GPN (i.e. freely routed internet) traceroute requests. To
measure this difference we took a sample of 20 routes through
the GPN and 29 non-GPN (normal internet) routes. The
individual client-server pairs are different so this measurement
only measures group behaviour. But the average and variance
effect is striking with the GPN providing an acceleration factor
of 7 for µs/km of distance and an acceleration factor of 10 for
ms/hops (Figure V.1). That speedup factor of 7x is observed
on a given set of source-destination pairs and is decisively
in favour of GPN. The dataset of section V for which non-
internet latency was much lower (570ns/km) as it comes from
different routes and distances. Only the linear correlations and
relative factors appear reliable in our current measurements,
future data analysis may reveal hidden variables to explain
this variability. This measurement is clear evidence that GPN
drastically reduces latency on average but a key factor of
game experience quality is also that latency should have a
low variance (or average deviation). In our measurement the
delay per hop for GPN routing is 0.5ms/hop +/−13% against
5ms/hop +/− 39% for non-GPN routing. That is a reduction
of latency variance by a factor of 3 which is remarkable.
But, when comparing variance for the latency by kilometer
travelled this effect is not visible: the GPN routes exhibit
2µs/km +/−100%, a large variance while the non-GPN routes
show a value of 14µs/km +/ − 66%. In absolute values that
is an important reduction of latency variance but in relative
terms it is not.

A last confirmation of the positive effect of GPN technology
is the elimination of ”freak” hop times i.e. delays in the
traceroute time series that vary dramatically from the average.
None of those has been observed in our sample for GPN
routes. But many non-GPN routes include such delays that
incur for most of the relative slowdown factor we measured
for averages. An example is shown in figure V.2. All hop
delays last 10ms or less except for an extremely high one at
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Fig. V.2. Example of non-GPN route: sequence of hop delays

100ms. Such a wait time of several hundreds of ms might
be acceptable for a strategy game but can seriously degrade
de user experience for a FPS or other action game. As a
result we can conclude that GPN is an important and decisive
factor in preserving the quality of FPS games, by reducing
ping latency and its variance by a factor of 7 to 10. More
experiments and analyses will be conducted to confirm this
over very large datasets but the coherence and clarity of our
current observations is a strong sign in favour of the lasting
value of GPN technology for massively online games.

VI. LARGE DATASET

To observe finer tendencies in the key variables and move
closer to statistical confirmation of our initial observations we
have gathered and analyzed a dataset of 30 000 traceroute
records. Its measured- and computed fields are the same as
before: origin IP, target IP (game server), latitude-longitude of
both, geodistance, list of hop-delays, total ping time, number
of hops. Among other statistics we have computed and plotted
total ping delay (ms) vs client-server geodistance (km) for
GPN routes.

The cloud of measurements does show a “hole” between
5000km and 7000km that is explained by the fact that most
routes leave North-America and either lead to a server located
in North-America or Eurasia. The hole thus corresponds either
to the Pacific or the Atlantic ocean, having understood that
there were no target IP addresses in South-America.

Normal internet (non-GPN) latencies are approximately
linear with geodistance, much lower than GPN latencies and
again they exhibit a hole between 5000 and 7000km that is
an artefact of our datasets.

Unfortunately, systematic but unidentified errors in the very
large datasets produce unrealistic values for signal transport
so cannot yet publish their details yet. The only conclusions
are that the general trends and relative values of GPN- versus
non-GPN measurements appear to be confirmed in the large
scale.

VII. LARGE-SCALE SIMULATION

Each sequence of traceroute hop delays is a time-series of
delays that can be simulated by a Markov chain as in [18].

The states of the stochastic process can be intervals for the
value of a certain hop delay in ms, for example 0-1ms, 1-
2ms ... up to a maximal value that is no more than 10 in
our examples. The state change probabilities are estimated
by the relative frequencies of changing from a given state
to another one in the sample of all successive values of the
time series [19]. An initial probability distribution of hop
delays can similarly be estimated by absolute frequencies of
the delay values in the time series: if all delays were of 5ms
then the state 4-5ms would be estimated to 100% probability
and all others 0% for example. Once an initial probability
vector and Markov transition matrix have been computed from
a sample, it becomes possible to simulate that set of routes in
the GPN or non-GPN networking: successive multiplications
of the Markov matrix by the initial probability distribution
yield successive distribution vectors for the likely hop delays.
One 10x10 matrix is multiplied by a 10-vector of floating-
point values in about 200 Flops and since most routes contain
less than 20 hops, this simulation can complete in less than
4000 Flops. As a result a traceroute can be given a realistic
simulation in a few thousand Flops i.e. less than a microsecond
on modern architectures.

The traceroute delays we have measured had often total
ping times of 5-10ms, so their simulation in less than a µs
is an acceleration factor of more than 5000. This means that,
given as many cores as simulated game players, the latency
experienced by each one can be simulated more than 5000
faster than real-time experiments in internet or GPN. We also
have designed similar models for game-server response times.
Both models will be integrated into our construction of a large-
scale simulation of game networks at internet scale, allowing
us to explore specific network and game situations beyond that
are either too large or impossible to replicate in real networks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The GPNPerf project aims at a deep understanding of
game network latency. It appears natural not to consider
bandwidth saturation effects for online games are not as heavy
in traffic consumption as video streaming, data streaming for
example. In all our experiments the amount of traffic was
very low compared with the overall bandwidth of the network
equipment. We consider that game traffic volume is generally
negligible with respect to network bandwidth so should have
no visible effect in practical situations.

In this work we have measured and analyzed the effect
of GPN on reducing latency and latency variance between
client and game server. By normalizing ping latency to geo-
located distance in km, and also to the number of hops in
each traceroute we have identified a speed-up factor of up to
10x in favour of GPN against normal internet routing. The
variance, hence predictability of ping latency is also reduced
by an important factor under the same conditions.

The geolocation web service that we used [14] is based on
a database of IP addresses corresponding to cities. But such
databases are know to be imperfectly reliable. For example
Poese et al. [20] conclude to country-level accuracy, but
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certainly not city-level accuracy for geolocation databases. The
reader is therefore warned that our exact statistics remain to
be confirmed on more varied datasets.

Then we have confirmed and refined the major trends by
analyzing a larger dataset of 30 000 measurements. Some of
its features have to be confirmed like the small but non-empty
set of high-latency points for GPN. The exact features of
non-GPN traceroutes, like their unique high-latency hops must
also be explained statistically or even deterministically. Larger
sets of non-GPN points should be explored and, our main
missing measurement is the comparison of (large numbers
of) identical client-server routes. Our current observations
compare all variables for their statistics and distributions, but
only a few compare the same route for GPN and non-GPN.
None of the measures implies that this will not confirm our
current analysis but that remains to be completely verified.

Finally we have described the mathematical elements and
computational speed of a simulator module for this key factor
of online game experience, namely the sequence of delays that
messages incur from player to game server.

Future and ongoing complementary work will confirm this
initial analysis, refine it with time-of-day, calendar or game
condition parameters so as to produce a realistic laboratory
simulator of very-large scale game networks. This simulator
will then be used to cover extreme conditions that may occur
in internet or GPN, and design dynamic solutions to minimize
their effect on game-player experience.
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